Quarter Days
Student Responsibilities
1. If you sign up, your parent must be willing and prepared to be a chaperone for one shift. Only
two parents are needed, but they will be chosen on a rotating basis to be fair.
2. Sign-up ahead of time by reviewing the schedule on the band website, then contact Lee Katker
at quarterdays@seminolehsband.org to be put on the schedule. Please do not expect to simply
“show up” at a Quarter Day and participate. Do not wait until the last minute to request a
Quarter Day shift – Quarter Days are very popular and shifts typically fill-up very quickly!
3. Remember to attend and be on time to your assigned Quarter Day shift! If for some reason you
cannot attend, please notify Lee Katker (see contact information below) IMMEDIATELY! There
may be an alternate who can take your place. Since so many students want to participate, it
would be disappointing to let a slot go unfilled. Note that if cancellations and/or no-shows
become an issue, a student may not be awarded Quarter Day shifts for a period of time.
4. Arrive 10 minutes before your shift starts, and expect to help set up.
5. You MUST bring your instrument. We typically do very well at most Quarter Day locations and
the fact that our students play music is the key to this success!
6. Expect to work every minute of your shift. Students who do not actively participate and
contribute their “fair share” hurt the moral of the team and can adversely affect the success of
that Quarter Day shift. There will be a sign-in/out sheet at the site. If you do not sign-in/out, then
you will not be paid for your hard effort. You will be allowed breaks and are encouraged to bring
water and snacks. When you are not playing your instrument, hold a sign and/or donation
bucket and politely greet and talk with the public. DON’T BE TOO PUSHY!
7. Dress appropriately: Continuity t-shirt or band polo, blue jeans or khakis and tennis shoes. No
flip-flops or short shorts! We must represent SHS and The Pride of the Tribe well and your
appearance and attitude is key!
It is ALWAYS important to remember:


You are an ambassador for the band. Behave in ways that promote the positive image of
the PRIDE OF THE TRIBE.



You are mindful of your manners and language.



People are more likely to donate money when they see your Motivation-DedicationDiscipline!



Play as a group to entertain spectators.



The more you talk with spectators the more they are willing to help.

If you have any questions or issues, please contact:
Lee Katker
407-492-9853 (cell)
quarterdays@seminolehsband.org

